Building a
Better
Reputation
with
Reviews
A guide by Google and
Sprout Social

In an age when mobile-empowered consumers

But when consumers are looking to find a new or local

have limitless information and options at their

business, they almost always start with a search engine like

fingertips, brands find it harder than ever to stand

Google. This is an especially critical moment for brands to

out from the crowd. These brands employ a
variety of different marketing tactics across digital
touchpoints and social platforms to engage with
customers and win their business.

make meaningful connections with consumers, and online
reviews are playing an increasingly important role in
influencing perceptions and driving purchase behavior.
This guide will help you strengthen your Google My
Business presence and leverage review management to
improve your reputation and build better relationships
with customers.

Build Better Connections with
Google My Business
So how do you ensure you’re connecting with customers in
that crucial search moment? You can distill this equation
down to two main components: discoverability and context.

Discoverability: Create a Google
My Business listing
Create a listing to improve visibility
Creating a Google My Business listing is free and a great
way to increase your brand’s visibility in local search
results, as your business profile appears on the right side of
the results page.

By building a complete GMB profile, you also improve your
search engine optimization (SEO), which will help your
business listing appear more frequently and higher up in
relevant search results.

Provide essential business information
Make it easy for consumers to visit or contact your business
by adding your address, phone number, store hours and
your website link – with additional location information
available when they click into Google Maps.
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Context: Enrich your listing with
complete information
Provide product and service details
Share detailed information about your product and service
offerings to make it as easy as possible for consumers to
find what they need and choose your business.

Offer a visual sneak peak

Benefits of a descriptive Google
My Business listing

Adding photos and videos to your profile is a great way to
capture consumers’ attention and bring your business
experience to life.

Post real-time updates about special deals
and events

2.7x

more likely to be

70%

more likely to attract

50%

more likely to lead to

7x

more clicks than an

considered reputable.*

location visits*

Posting about special deals and locals events keeps
consumers engaged and drives more conversion in the
moment of search.

a purchase.*

Engage with customers through online reviews
Reviews are one of the most significant sources of
information consumers use to make purchase decisions,

empty listing.**

and they also represent a huge opportunity for brands to
engage with customers and gain valuable feedback about
their business.
* Google/Ipsos Connect, “Benefits of a Complete Google
My Business Listing”
** Data from Google’s internal research.
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Engage your customers
through online reviews
Once a consumer gains interest in your brand, online
reviews arguably become the most powerful tool in helping
consumers make decisions. Peer-sourced reviews provide
a candid and honest perspective of the customer

93%

experience that the business itself just can’t offer, and it

of consumers say online reviews

often makes the difference between a sale for you or a loss

impact their purchasing decision

to a nearby competitor. A whopping 93% of consumers say
online reviews impact their purchasing decisions, and 78%
of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal
recommendations.*

While you may not have control over what reviewers
choose to post about your brand, you can control how you
respond. And as it turns out, business responses to reviews
have a huge impact on consumer perception and buying
behavior. Below are some guidelines on how to leverage
review management to strengthen your reputation and
build better relationships:

Build trust by responding promptly and thoughtfully
Responding to reviews quickly and thoughtfully is a
powerful way to show consumers that you care about them
and helps them build trust in your brand.

According to a Google study, consumers said that
businesses that respond to reviews are 1.7X more
trustworthy than businesses who don’t.*
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Improve SEO by responding to every review
Responding to reviews helps improve your SEO so that
your listing appears more frequently (and higher up) in
search results.

Google has confirmed that review response rate is a
significant factor in how they rank businesses in Google
search results.

Provide helpful information
With 89% of consumers claiming to read business
responses to reviews, this is a prime opportunity for brands
to take more control of the narrative and provide richer
information about your business.

For example, depending on the content of the review, you
can offer more insights into your products, suggest
alternative offerings, or share updates about special events
or promotions.

This is also a great opportunity to correct any inaccurate or
misleading information that was posted in a review.

Reduce negativity to improve overall rating
No matter how negative (or even downright hostile) the
content in a review, you should always respond.

Every customer appreciates feeling heard, and responding
can go a long way to help alleviate negative sentiments
about your brand and even improve your review rating.
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89%
of consumers read business responses
to reviews

In fact, a recent study found that of customers who

By engaging with reviewers (both positive and negative),

received a response to their negative review, 33 percent

you can gain key insights into what your brand is doing well

changed their review to be more positive, while another

and identify where there is room for improvement.

34 percent deleted their negative review.*
You can also follow up with reviewers via direct message to

Identify opportunities through customer feedback

continue the conversation and get even more insight into

Last but not least, online reviews provide an invaluable

their experience.

source of customer feedback.
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Unify social media and review
management
As the importance of online customer engagement
continues to grow, there is an increasingly large overlap
between social media and reviews. Across both channels,
customers are looking to find information, engage in
conversation and share their opinions. They also expect
quick responses and thoughtful resolutions from brands no
matter the context, whether it’s a tweet about a global crisis
or a customer review about the rude staff at a local store.

An integrated social management platform like Sprout
allows you to consolidate tools and unify your social media
and review management for a more cohesive and efficient
approach to customer engagement.

Easily monitor and manage engagement
across channels
Keep track of your online presence by monitoring all of
your customer interactions across the most important social
media and review sites in one place.

Respond quickly to every review
Network integrations allow you to respond to customers
without leaving the platform, which can help you
significantly reduce response time.

Sprout users can access Saved Replies to ensure a quick
response that is on-brand and consistent.
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Organize and prioritize your inbox

Gain insights and identify opportunities

Focus your strategy by filtering and sorting by profile,

With all of your customer engagement in one place, you

group and rating (for reviews only), and mark messages

can more easily spot patterns and trends, as well as identify

as complete to stay on top of your to-do list.

opportunities for improving the customer experience.

You can also save filter sets to create custom views,
which can be shared with your team members for
enhanced collaboration.
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Sources:
• BrightLocal Consumer Review Study
• G2 Crowd Customer Review Stats
• ReviewTrackers Online Reviews Survey
• How to Use Google Reviews to Increase Customers
and Sales
• Google internal research
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